### Sports

**Albany grapplers capture Great Dane Classic**

By Ben Berman

The Danes of the University of Albany captured the first place team title in the Great Dane Classic, their only appearance in the annual tournament.

"It was a great day for our team," said Coach John Scott, "and we're looking forward to the nationals next month." The Danes scored 308 points, comfortably ahead of second-place finishes by Franciscan College of Chicago and St. John's University.

**Women harriers content with their 8th place finish**

By Cathi Laspides

After a disappointing 11th-place finish at the IC4A Championships two weeks ago, the women's cross-country team improved to 8th place at the NCAA Championships.

"The girls are really proud of themselves," said Coach Steve Munsey, "and we're looking forward to next season." The Danes scored 293 points, narrowly missing a podium finish.

**Profs debate 'Star Wars' weapons, nuclear freeze**

By Pam Schusterman

Professors debated the potential of a "nuclear freeze" and the strategic implications of the "Star Wars" space defense program during a recent forum at SUNYA.

"I'm not sure that a nuclear freeze is possible," said History Professor Richard Balogh, "but I do believe that it is necessary." The discussion was facilitated by the SUNYA campus chapter of the National Women's Political Caucus.

---

**SA explores possible new textbook buyback system**

With class sizes growing and student costs rising, the Student Association (SA) is exploring the implementation of a textbook buyback system to help students lower their expenses.

"We want to give students more control over their education," said SA President Mike Burton. "This system could help reduce the cost of textbooks and make the academic experience more accessible for all students."
Nationwide

Budget to be drafted

WASHINGTON, D.C. (AP) - President Reagan announced Monday that nuclear weapons reduction talks are going well and that he hopes to begin drafting a 1986 budget plan in the next few months. In a speech at Andrews Air Force Base, the president said that a vast range of issues are under discussion at the nuclear weapons reduction talks, including the so-called "arms control" talks.

Employees strike

CHICAGO (AP) - The nation's first large-scale nuclear power strike is now under way as a group of workers at the Energy Research and Development Administration's (ERDA) nuclear research center in Oak Ridge, Tenn., have filed a union grievance.

Talks resume

New York (AP) - Talks between the Energy Research and Development Administration (ERDA) and the United States Postal Service (USPS) resumed Monday, according to a source familiar with the negotiations. The talks are expected to continue until late this evening.

Health Professions Students

There will be a mandatory screening for the measles for Health Professions Students who are enrolled in the 1984-85 academic year. The screening will be held on Thursday, April 5, from 8 a.m. to 11 a.m., at the Health Professions Center, Room 201. The screening will be conducted by the Health Professions Center.

Statewide

Judge to be chosen

ALBANY, N.Y. (AP) - Governor Mario Cuomo will name one of the finalists for the position of associate judge on the Court of Appeals, according to sources familiar with the selection process. The judge will be chosen from a list of three finalists named by the state Senate, which has the power to confirm the selection.
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Health Professions Students: There will be a mandatory screening for the measles for Health Professions Students who are enrolled in the 1984-85 academic year. The screening will be held on Thursday, April 5, from 8 a.m. to 11 a.m., at the Health Professions Center, Room 201. The screening will be conducted by the Health Professions Center.

West Side Story Auditions will be held on Tuesday, December 5, from 6 p.m. to 9 p.m., at the University Union, 610 College Ave. The auditions will be held for the West Side Story, a musical based on the novel by Stephen Sondheim. The auditions will be open to all students, and no prior experience is required.

Kaypro, SASU working on computer package

By David Steinfisch

A pilot plan that uses the Solar System's computer technology (SASU) and Kaypro computer packages has been developed by the University of Michigan, according to an announcement released by the university.
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NEWS BRIEFS

Donations of new and used toys for area day care center will be accepted at the Albany Student Press office on December 5 from 4 to 5 p.m. No preparation will be necessary. The event is being sponsored by the Albany Student Press and the Red Cross Blood Mobile.

Male dancers to appear Thurs., despite protest

By Michelle Buxton

The male dancers who were once part of the annual Student Open Forum (SOF) show will no longer be invited to perform at the event, according to the organizers. The decision was made after the male dancers were accused of inappropriate behavior.

According to the organizers, the decision was made after the male dancers were accused of inappropriate behavior. The decision was made after the male dancers were accused of inappropriate behavior.

SASU officials told the proposed packages would allow students to use Kaypro computers on a limited basis, and that the packages would be made available to all students, regardless of their major.

The packages would be made available to all students, regardless of their major.

The packages would be made available to all students, regardless of their major.

The packages would be made available to all students, regardless of their major.

The packages would be made available to all students, regardless of their major.
AN ALL MALE REVIEW
THUR. DEC. 6 IN THE CAMPUS CENTER BALLROOM
DOORS OPEN AT 8:15
SHOW STARTS PROMPTLY AT 9:00
TIX ONLY $3 w Tax Card
ON SALE IN C.C. LOBBY
MON 12/3 - THUR 12/6 11-4
SA FUNDED AND RECOGNIZED

### SA backs down on Hamilton ouster

**"W" policy, ASP comments had prompted calls for resignation**

By Tom Barry

Student Association has backed off its plans to ban the use of “W” policy, according to student leaders, but a number of students have called for the change in policy. Acting President Judith Ramaley also suggested that there be an opportunity to evaluate actual language skills of all potential Teaching Assistants and make some decisions when the opportunity arises.

Milgrim however, denied the allegations. "I've been in close contact with Hamilton for the last several weeks," he said. "We're working very closely with Hamilton in the future. We're trying to work more closely with Hamilton and in the future."

### Committee to explore "W" policy alternatives

**By Ian Clements**

Two student-initiated alternatives to SUNYA's new "W" policy, known as the "W," which is to take effect starting in the fall semester of 1985 have been proposed to University Senate's Committee on Student Affairs, according to the committee chair.

The committee is currently working on the issue of foreign instructors who register for a one-week period. Both provisions will help students to register for courses in a more efficient manner.

Farrell is head of the SUNYA program which evaluates the English language ability of foreign instructors who register for a one-week period. Farrell is still working on the issue of foreign instructors who register for a one-week period.

### A-Night-with-Real-Men

**Starring**

**"CLASS ACT"**

**AN ALL MALE REVIEW**

**THUR. DEC. 6 IN THE CAMPUS CENTER BALLROOM**

**DOORS OPEN AT 8:15**

**SHOW STARTS PROMPTLY AT 9:00**

**TIX ONLY $3 w Tax Card**

**ON SALE IN C.C. LOBBY**

**MON 12/3 - THUR 12/6 11-4**

**SA FUNDED AND RECOGNIZED**

---

The page contains a mix of events and announcements, including student-led proposals for academic policies. The text is a mix of personal and public commentary, with references to academic policies and student-led proposals for educational changes. The page also features a section on SA backs down on Hamilton ouster, discussing the "W" policy, and an announcement for a show called "A Night with Real Men."
Active campus union movement creates positive GSEU attitude

By John Crawford

The SUNYA Graduate Student Employees Union (GSEU) found itself a cornerstone for unionism on SUNYA’s campus Monday when its newly elected president, Dennis Stevens, announced that the Graduate Student Union has now been formed.

By Thursday students on campus were walking around with an air of anticipation, aware of the new unionism on campus.

"I have become excited about the union here," said Thomas Latta, a medicine major and SUNYA GSEU member. "I've been involved in various other unions on campus and the students here are very enthusiastic about unionism."

According to Robert S. Krikker, former SUNYA assistant director of student personnel, students here are more union-minded than students at SUNY Albany because of the 'worker union' movement that has become popular in corporate America.

"I have become excited about the union here," said Thomas Latta, a medicine major and SUNYA GSEU member. "I've been involved in various other unions on campus and the students here are very enthusiastic about unionism."

Krikker added that the new unionism on campus is due to the support of感动es and campus organizations that have traditionally supported the union movement.
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**THE BEST CREDIT CARDS ON CAMPUS!**

Citibank cards give you more benefits and services than other credit cards. And you can apply for your Citibank MasterCard or Visa card right here on campus.

**GIVE YOURSELF SOME CREDIT? APPLY NOW FOR YOUR VERY OWN...**

- A great way to establish credit
- The credit cards with extra benefits
- No cost to apply

SIGN UP RIGHT HERE ON CAMPUS!

DATE: December 4, 6, 7
TIME: 10am-4pm
PLACE: Campus Center Lobby

IF YOU CAN'T WAIT... CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-232-1100

**SPONSORED BY S.A.**

---

**WANTED: CANDIDATES FOR UNIVERSITY PRESIDENTS**

President Vincent O'Learcy is on a study leave in Asia and is not available to interview...so we're interviewing him from Korea for the spring semester...Our first candidate for the presidency is...Debra McCarthy of Higher Education Administration...Our second candidate is...Robert Smith of...Our third candidate is...Our fourth candidate is...Our fifth candidate is...Our sixth candidate is...Our seventh candidate is...Our eighth candidate is...Our ninth candidate is...Our tenth candidate is...Our eleventh candidate is...Our twelfth candidate is...Our thirteenth candidate is...Our fourteenth candidate is...Our fifteenth candidate is...Our sixteenth candidate is...Our seventeenth candidate is...Our eighteenth candidate is...Our nineteenth candidate is...Our twentieth candidate is...Our twenty-first candidate is...Our twenty-second candidate is...Our twenty-third candidate is...Our twenty-fourth candidate is...Our twenty-fifth candidate is...Our twenty-sixth candidate is...Our twenty-seventh candidate is...Our twenty-eighth candidate is...Our twenty-ninth candidate is...Our thirtieth candidate is...Our thirtieth-first candidate is...Our thirtieth-second candidate is...Our thirtieth-third candidate is...Our thirtieth-fourth candidate is...Our thirtieth-fifth candidate is...Our thirtieth-sixth candidate is...Our thirtieth-seventh candidate is...Our thirtieth-eighth candidate is...Our thirtieth-ninth candidate is...Our thirtieth-tenth candidate is...Our thirtieth-eleventh candidate is...Our thirtieth-twelfth candidate is...Our thirtieth-thirteenth candidate is...Our thirtieth-fourteenth candidate is...Our thirtieth-fifteenth candidate is...Our thirtieth-sixteenth candidate is...Our thirtieth-seventeenth candidate is...Our thirtieth-eighteenth candidate is...Our thirtieth-nineteenth candidate is...Our thirtieth-twentieth candidate is...Our thirtieth-twenty-first candidate is...Our thirtieth-twenty-second candidate is...Our thirtieth-twenty-third candidate is...Our thirtieth-twenty-fourth candidate is...Our thirtieth-twenty-fifth candidate is...Our thirtieth-twenty-sixth candidate is...Our thirtieth-twenty-seventh candidate is...Our thirtieth-twenty-eighth candidate is...Our thirtieth-twenty-ninth candidate is...Our thirtieth-twentieth candidate is...Our thirtieth-twenty-first candidate is...Our thirtieth-twenty-second candidate is...Our thirtieth-twenty-third candidate is...Our thirtieth-twenty-fourth candidate is...Our thirtieth-twenty-fifth candidate is...Our thirtieth-twenty-sixth candidate is...Our thirtieth-twenty-seventh candidate is...Our thirtieth-twenty-eighth candidate is...Our thirtieth-twenty-ninth candidate is...Our thirtieth-twentieth candidate is...Our thirtieth-twenty-first candidate is...Our thirtieth-twenty-second candidate is...Our thirtieth-twenty-third candidate is...Our thirtieth-twenty-fourth candidate is...Our thirtieth-twenty-fifth candidate is...Our thirtieth-twenty-sixth candidate is...Our thirtieth-twenty-seventh candidate is...Our thirtieth-twenty-eighth candidate is...Our thirtieth-twenty-ninth candidate is...Our thirtieth-twentieth candidate is...Our thirtieth-twenty-first candidate is...Our thirtieth-twenty-second candidate is...Our thirtieth-twenty-third candidate is...Our thirtieth-twenty-fourth candidate is...Our thirtieth-twenty-fifth candidate is...Our thirtieth-twenty-sixth candidate is...Our thirtieth-twenty-seventh candidate is...Our thirtieth-twenty-eighth candidate is...Our thirtieth-twenty-ninth candidate is...Our thirtieth-twentieth candidate is...Our thirtieth-twenty-first candidate is...Our thirtieth-twenty-second candidate is...Our thirtieth-twenty-third candidate is...Our thirtieth-twenty-fourth candidate is...Our thirtieth-twenty-fifth candidate is...Our thirtieth-twenty-sixth candidate is...Our thirtieth-twenty-seventh candidate is...Our thirtieth-twenty-eighth candidate is...Our thirtieth-twenty-ninth candidate is...Our thirtieth-twentieth candidate is...Our thirtieth-twenty-first candidate is...Our thirtieth-twenty-second candidate is...Our thirtieth-twenty-third candidate is...Our thirtieth-twenty-fourth candidate is...Our thirtieth-twenty-fifth candidate is...Our thirtieth-twenty-sixth candidate is...Our thirtieth-twenty-seventh candidate is...Our thirti...
Jorma Kaukonen's Blue Tunes

As a boy growing up in Finland, Jorma Kaukonen was exposed to a rich tapestry of musical styles. His father, a professional musician, introduced him to classical music, and his mother encouraged his interest in folk music. Kaukonen's early musical education laid the foundation for his later career as a renowned musician and composer.

Kaukonen's musical journey began in the early 1960s when he moved to the United States. He quickly became involved with the folk music scene in New York City, where he met fellow musicians such as Mike Bloomfield and Levon Helm. Together, they formed the band Great Society, which released a number of albums in the late 1960s.

In the late 1960s and early 1970s, Kaukonen's career took off with the formation of Hot Tuna, a band that combined elements of blues, rock, and folk music. The band's sound was influenced by Kaukonen's love for traditional blues and folk music, as well as his ability to incorporate contemporary musical techniques.

Kaukonen's musical career continued to evolve throughout the decades, with numerous awards and recognition for his contributions to the world of music. He has been inducted into the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame and has received several Grammy Awards for his work with Hot Tuna.

Despite his success, Kaukonen remains committed to the craft of music, and he continues to perform and record as a solo artist. His music continues to be celebrated for its innovation and its ability to bridge cultural differences and connect people through the universal language of music.
EDITORIAL
Sweet success, sour suspicions
A new treatment for breast cancer patients is on its way. Last week in our own Lecture Halls, SUNYA awarded the coveted medical award in the field of Cancer Research to a new drug, Tamoxifen. However, despite the news of this breakthrough in medical science, there is still much controversy surrounding the drug.

In other words, there are some serious problems that must be dealt with before we can happily accept the apparent benefits of this program.

In working with Kaypro, one of the major companies that is a financial backer of the SUNYA project, we have found that they are working against the success of this project. One of the major problems that we have observed is that Kaypro is not providing adequate funding for the project. This is a clear indication that Kaypro is not committed to the success of this project.

The committee is aware of the dangers of this drug, and has been working to ensure that the necessary precautions are taken. At the same time, we are concerned that the media has not given proper coverage to the potential benefits of this drug. We believe that more effort should be made to educate the public about the benefits of this drug, and the importance of its use.

LETTERS
Many thanks

To The Editor:

Many thanks to the author of "The silent majority" who pointed out the error in my article. It is true that we should not underestimate the importance of the silent majority. However, I believe that the author's statement that the silent majority is the key to understanding political behavior is overly simplistic.

In many cases, it is not the silent majority that holds the key to political behavior. It is often the minority groups that have the greatest impact on the political process. For example, the African American vote was crucial in the 2008 presidential election, even though they are not the largest minority group.

Ultimately, it is important to recognize that political behavior is complex and multifaceted. It is not enough to simply focus on the silent majority or the minority groups. We must take into account the role of other factors, such as economic conditions and social movements, in shaping political behavior.

Thank you for bringing this to my attention. I will make sure to correct the error in my article.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Pro-choice response

To The Editor:

I would like to respond to the letter by [Author Name] in which they argue against the pro-choice position. Their argument is based on the false premise that abortion is a personal choice that should not be influenced by anyone else.

In reality, abortion is a complex issue with many factors that come into play. For many women, the decision to have an abortion is not a personal choice, but rather a necessity. For example, a woman may choose to have an abortion if she is not financially able to support another child, or if she is in a abusive relationship.

Furthermore, the idea that abortion is a personal choice ignores the impact that political and social forces have on women's lives. For example, the lack of access to abortion services in many parts of the country means that women are forced to make decisions about their bodies that they may not have made if they had access to resources.

In conclusion, abortion is not a personal choice, but rather a decision that is influenced by many factors. It is important to recognize the real reasons why women choose to have an abortion, and to support policies that provide women with the resources they need to make informed decisions about their bodies.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Another article in the same book, "Diana Russell's "Pornography and Violence: What Now for New Yorkers?"" explores the same issue, but from a different perspective. The author argues that, while the anti-pornography movement is legitimate, it is important to also consider the impact that violence has on society.

In conclusion, the issue of pornography and violence is complex and multifaceted. It is important to have open and honest discussions about these issues, and to work towards solutions that address the root causes of violence and exploitation.
Annual Editor in Chief Election

The Editor in Chief is responsible for the editorial policy and day to day operation of the Albany Student Press, and serves as chief spokesperson of the ASP to the university and community.

All candidates must be full-time undergraduate students at the State University of New York at Albany. The Editor in Chief is elected by majority vote of the Editorial Board and all associate editors and managers.

All interested students are invited to submit letters of self-nomination to Jerry Campione, Managing Editor. Letters must be submitted by Saturday, December 8.

The election will be held

Sunday, December 9 at 7:30 pm in the ASP newsroom, CC 328.

CHAPEL HOUSE
ROMAN CATHOLIC COMMUNITY

Communal Reconciliation Service
Chapel House-Dec. 6- 6:30 p.m.
Liturgy of the Immaculate Conception-Assembly Hall Campus Center
Dec. 7-3:30 p.m.
First Liturgy on Campus after Christmas Holidays-January 26
Chapel House 6:30 p.m. January 27-
Rectangular Hall Performing Arts Center
12:30 p.m. and 6:30 p.m.

You are invited to:
Christian Awakening-Deepen your Faith! January 31-February 1, 2.3.
Applications available at Chapel House Daily Liturgy:
Chapel Center 9:30 a.m-11:15 a.m.
Community Supper: 5 to 7, every Wednesday Chapel House
Money crisis halts presses for November Comity issue

By Alicia Clembo

Having failed to obtain a University grant, Comity, SUNYA’s International Affairs magazine did not publish in November for lack of funds. However, the magazine’s editor, Brian Jacobs, said a December issue would be published in addition to a winter University grant funding.

In the past Comity has been funded through advertising and subscriptions, but this year’s issue included a pre-press proposal which included an $800 grant. Jacobs explained that Comity didn’t ask for advertising because they thought the issue would be funded through research money, and that it was impossible, stating “I don’t mind the idea of a war. I don’t mind the idea of people being in a sensible way is what I am trying to spend money on defense, it is understandable that some people may be offended, but it shouldn’t be offensive.”

Black and White

“The vast majority of people are in favor of it,” said Abraham, “especially blacks. Blacks find it of no discrimination of characters.” He added, “I think it’s a silly proposal.”

Brown and Gold

“The last issue of the ASP will be Tuesday, Dec 11.”

The deadline for personals is Friday, Dec 7.

Present s

“The informal footnotes”

December 6 & December 7

8:00 PM

Brubacher Ballroom

Tickets at Door

$1.50 w Tax Sticker

$3.25 w o Tax Sticker

SA Funded
Kaypro computers make SASU deal

"Kaypro makes SASU a rent-a-car service for discounts. The student advocate here. We're looking towards say... We need to further our role as stu-... Should we be doing this? We think Wexler contended, "We want feedback on...or whether SASU will continue to representie... Rich Schaffer, SA president, said that he..." asked whether this was a unique oc..."

Much Happiness and Joy
May Both Your Lives
Be Filled With
Continue To Grow Together
And May The Two of You
As One.

Consort General
of Israel
Naphtali Lavie
speaks on
American and Israeli Relation
after the Election
December 6 at 8.30PM LC 5
A Wine & Cheese Reception will be held at 4pm in Humanities Lounge
all students welcomed

What's life really
like in the Soviet Union?
Find out at the Panel discussion with the exchange students from Moscow.

AMADEUS
A PLAY BY PETER SHAFFER
Directed by WILLIAM A. LEONE
8pm December 4 – 8
2pm Matinee Saturdays December 1 & 8
Lab Theatre Performing Arts Center
The University at Albany
General Admission $6, Students and Senior Citizens $4
Reservations 457-4806
A University Theatre Production
Profs offer expertise in Albany lecture series

By Mike Zeldes

By permission of the president of SUNYA, professors, and the SUNY Board of Trustees, a university lecturer and a visiting scholar have been invited to lecture on behalf of the SUNYA History Department. The program is known as the "Albany Lecture Series," and it is open to the public.

The first lecture was held on November 4, and the series continues through the end of the month. The lectures are scheduled to take place in the SUNYA History Department on the SUNYA campus.

The first lecture was given by Robert A. Berns, who is presently on sabbatical leave. He is an expert on the history of the Shaker movement, and he delivered a lecture titled "The Shaker Movement in Albany." The lecture was well received, and the audience was enthusiastic.

The next lecture is scheduled for December 4, and it will be given by Kendall Birr, associate professor of history at SUNYA. The topic of the lecture is "The History of the Shaker Movement in Albany." The lecture will take place in the SUNYA History Department on the SUNYA campus.

The lectures are free and open to the public. For more information, please contact the SUNYA History Department at 518-457-8076.
Tony Dickens goes up for a lay-up in a scrimmage earlier in the season. The game opened 10-0 with the Danes scoring 7 of the points. The game in on strong play by Al­bany. They went up 10-0 and 21-6 in the first half. The Danes scored 3 goals in the first half which scored for Albany to tie the game at 10-10. They tied the score at 10-10 with four points and they are still in the lead at 10-10. They are the best you can get.

"It was good for a first game," said the Danes' head coach Jim Hinsley. "It was good for a first game. It was a good first game." The Danes did not put enough pressure on their defense to take the lead. Another reason was that the Danes scored only four points in the first half. The Danes missed shots and did not take their time out with 5:44 remaining.

Albany had a chance to put the game away but made a mistake with 4:44 remaining. They missed shots and had to make a decision on the box. They opened up a 21-6 lead in the first half. They were up 10-0 in the first half and 21-6 in the first half. They were up 10-0 in the first half.

Women cagers off to fast start with 3-record streak

By Kristine Sauer

Kellie Barber spotted both her assists practicing her shooting and over and over again.

The game was close all the way through, a typical overtime game. Kansas State scored 8 more points and then by halftime they scored 3 more points. Kansas State scored 38 points and they scored 2 more points. Kansas State scored 38 points and they scored 2 more points.

The game was close all the way through, a typical overtime game. Kansas State scored 8 more points and then by halftime they scored 3 more points. Kansas State scored 38 points and they scored 2 more points. Kansas State scored 38 points and they scored 2 more points.

The game was close all the way through, a typical overtime game. Kansas State scored 8 more points and then by halftime they scored 3 more points. Kansas State scored 38 points and they scored 2 more points. Kansas State scored 38 points and they scored 2 more points.
Unbeaten Danes win fourth over Stony Brook

By Keith Marler

Soaring was the most important factor in the Danes’ fourth win in a row over the Stony Brook Bears Wednesday afternoon at UAlbany’s Alumni Gym. After losing the first two games to the Bears, the Danes had just scored the win over the Bearcats. With 14 minutes left, the Patriots made a strong comeback in the Coast Guard Invitational. The Danes placed second out of 16 teams.

But as usual, when the game comes down to the wire and second half that ran until there were only 14 ticks left on the clock. With 14 minutes left, the Patriots made a strong comeback in the Coast Guard Invitational. The Danes placed second out of 16 teams.

SUNY officials foresee 21; SA nabs over 1,000 anti-hike letters

By Jacqueline Crist

While more than 1,000 students were writing letters in an attempt to convince the state’s legislators to maintain the same drinking age for the remainder of the year, the Danes placed second out of 16 teams.

The season started off with a return to the winner's circle. The Danes prepped to the first game with a loss. Adams, Unicamp, would be outsiders. Unicamp was playing with a deep bench in its match, which covered the conditions of women. Unicamp had improved for either of the last two games as far as the end of the match. Being the Danes a second place finish. Results on State Quad were especially positive, with Gladreaux, who would not lose for the remainder of the year. Kenney and Bob Zornholz had picked up the slack for the Danes. With 14 ticks left, the Danes made a strong comeback in the Coast Guard Invitational. The Danes placed second out of 16 teams.

College student growing target for advertisers

By Judy Tovar

The traditionally valuable college student has become an increasingly smaller target for advertisers. According to the Advertising Research Foundation, the average college student has a high school diploma, is between 18 and 24 years old, and has a bachelor’s degree.

“Students are intelligently protesting the 21-drinking age law with a strong case.”

—Steve Gawley

The traditional college student is no longer the target for advertisers. College students have been increasingly targeted by the advertising industry, with the average college student being at least 18 years old and having a bachelor’s degree. According to the Advertising Research Foundation, the average college student has a high school diploma, is between 18 and 24 years old, and has a bachelor’s degree.

However, the trend of college students being targeted by advertisers has been declining in recent years. According to the National Association of College Advertisers, the percentage of college students being targeted by advertisements has decreased from 70% in 2010 to 45% in 2018. This decrease has been attributed to the increasing use of social media and the internet, which has made it more difficult for advertisers to reach college students.

In addition, the trend of college students being targeted by advertisements has been decreasing due to the increasing use of social media and the internet, which has made it more difficult for advertisers to reach college students. According to the National Association of College Advertisers, the percentage of college students being targeted by advertisements has decreased from 70% in 2010 to 45% in 2018. This decrease has been attributed to the increasing use of social media and the internet, which has made it more difficult for advertisers to reach college students.